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TO THE ENTIRE CGF FAMILY OF STAFF, CLIENTS, FUNDERS,  
VOLUNTEERS AND COMMUNITY PARTNERS:

Serving a client is not the same as changing a life. This is why in 2012 we undertook to think long and hard 

about what we do and how we do it, about the needs of our clients and the best way to meet them. We asked 

ourselves a fundamental question—what can we offer to not only meet an immediate need, but also establish  

a pathway out of poverty. An honest appraisal of our impact must take into account the limitations of our business 

model, the macroeconomic forces at play, and the circumstances in the lives of our clients. 

We are proud of what came of this self-reflection: we eliminated some programs and increased focus on others, 

a robust improvement in the infrastructure needed to measure impact and ensure client satisfaction,  

and a constant refinement of our strategies to maximize social impact. It was sometimes difficult: it’d be easier  

to bury our heads in the sand. But we know that a new approach is needed, as a quick look at the data shows:  

one out of three Americans lives at 150% of the poverty line or below, one out of six Americans doesn’t get three 

square meals a day, and income inequality is at its highest levels in decades.1

We are humble enough to know that we alone cannot solve the problems of poverty and inequality in America, 

but we are bold enough to try. In 2012 we came to think of ourselves as what happens when Silicon Valley crashes 

into a soup kitchen. In other words, we take the best of the for- and non-profit worlds and—through our own 

brand of alchemy—try to turn injustice into opportunity.

And so it is that 2012 saw us dramatically increase the number of loans we disbursed, the number  

of families coached through their personal finances, and the number of Rhode Islanders who received free tax 

preparation. But beyond the numbers, we also saw a change in what happened in the lives of our clients.  

New partnerships ensured that a broad range of issues, beyond just the financial, were addressed. An updated 

financial coaching curriculum helped families identify their goals and barriers to reaching them and then make 

plans for surmounting those obstacles. A more streamlined loan evaluation algorithm improved repayment rates 

while also giving the loan applicants a better client experience. An expanded offering of free tax preparation saved 

families thousands of dollars in fees from for-profit preparers while putting hundreds of thousands of dollars  

in tax refunds into their pockets. And finally, a new program concept—Financial Coaching Plus Schools, which 

seeks to improve educational outcomes by increasing family financial stability—opened our eyes to an intervention 

that can truly break the cycle of intergenerational poverty.

Our promise is to never stop questioning ourselves and pursuing our mission.  We are thankful for every 

member of the CGF family – the clients, the staff, the volunteers. The problems we are working to address are 

endemic; only by working together as one can we foster the society in which we all wish to live.

Andy Posner
Executive Director

Lee Hower 
Board Co-Chair

Mike Clark 
Board Co-Chair

1 New York Times, Feeding America, US Census
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Martin Luther King, Jr. didn’t just have a dream, he had a plan for making it come true. Dr. King brought 
about change by thinking holistically and systematically about social ills and how to tackle them.  
At CGF, we strive to do the same.
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is to provide financial services  
that build assets and  

create opportunity

OUR MISSION

.
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FINANCIAL COACHING
One-on-One. Tailored to your needs. Convenient. These are all ways of describing what we hope to 
achieve with our Financial Coaching. We are proud of the curriculum we’ve developed. Everything 
is centered on the needs of those we serve; we meet them where they are, work to identify where 
they want to go, and create a plan for getting there. The curriculum covers the gamut of financial 
topics, from opening a bank account to building a budget, managing debt, and increasing savings. 
But above all else, the coaching is about dreams, goals, and concrete action steps, so that we foster 
a lasting, meaningful relationship with those we serve.

LOANS
Affordable loans, done right and responsibly, can change a life. Our borrowers repair vehicles, 
apply for U.S. citizenship, place a security deposit on an apartment, and much more. These critical 
investments are cheaper than predatory alternatives, such as payday loans (which charge 260% 
APR!), and have greater impact: we report payments to the credit bureaus, only lend to those that 
can afford repayment, and work with borrowers when they get into trouble. And by taking  
a nontraditional approach to loan underwriting, we are able to successfully lend to those that are 
shut out of the traditional financial system.

FREE TAX PREP
The “Poverty Tax” refers to the fact that poor families spend more than the non-poor on services 
such as banking, health care, and transportation.  And when it comes to paying taxes, many  
low-income families end up paying hundreds of dollars to for-profit preparers that have incentives 
to inflate their refund and sell predatory products, such as refund anticipation loans.  By offering 
free tax preparation through the IRS Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program, we put more 
money in the pockets of those that need every cent to which they are entitled.

Maimonides, the 12th century Jewish scholar, invented a “ladder of giving” 
with eight rungs. For him, the highest rung, the highest level of charity, is 
defined by giving money, time, a loan or anything else that uplifts a person 
in need and empowers him or her to become self-reliant.
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That is the philosophy behind our products and services.
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FINANCIAL COACHING

MORE THAN A BUDGET: A PLAN FOR SUCCESS.
All families can benefit from financial advice, but the fact of the matter is that the less money you 

earn, the more careful you have to be with your spending; the margins between income  
and expenses are razor thin. We are constantly amazed by how resourceful our clients are and how 
hard they work. It is for this reason that we view ourselves as partners and advocates for our clients, 
as opposed to teachers or instructors.

Most of us can relate to how daunting it can be to honestly assess your financial situation, and 
how empowering it would be to go through that process with someone that can ask thoughtful 
questions and provide a deep understanding of finance. Having a person with whom to analyze 
expenses and work toward short- and long-term goals is a luxury low-income families usually can’t 
afford. But thanks to our Coaching, they can.

Yet we do so much more. Over the course of a year, we alleviate the anxiety of financial 
uncertainty, defend against the incessant calls of creditors, read through credit reports, and create 
future-oriented plans for improve one’s credit score. The effect of our coaching is to transform 
a source of shame and fear into a font of hope and optimism. After all, the creation of a debt 
management plan can mean the difference between an endless cycle of debt, and saving thousands 
of dollars in interest payments. Opening a bank account erases the fear of theft  
and the need to pay to cash a check.

And once a relationship is established, the possibilities for impact are myriad. Talking about 
finances is a proxy for talking about life; we often end up referring clients to free legal help, GED 
classes, domestic violence shelters, primary care doctors, and public housing. At the end of the day 
financial services are a tool for a better life, but they are also an entry point into the relationship 
between our Coaches and those in need—an interaction that respects the dignity of the poor  
and provides a toolkit for meeting their goals.

of non-saving 
clients became 
savers.

 82%
of FC graduates 
would recommend 
Coaching to others.

 90%
of clients who had used fringe  
and predatory services pledged and 
planned to avoid them in the future.

 94%
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Enabling Dreams 
Through her experience with CGF, 

Adeyinka Arreago was able to  raise 
the capital to publish her book,  

The Battle for the Ephod. 
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LOANS

MORE THAN A CHECK: AN OPPORTUNITY.
A loan is not always the solution to a problem. Sometimes it’s better to save, or wait on a purchase, 

or buy used. But sometimes a loan is essential and timely: it can break down a barrier and open 
up new opportunities. Thanks to the way in which we do lending—a combination of algorithmic 
decision-making and human evaluation—we are able to make only those loans that are needed  
and most likely to be paid back. After all, as a non-profit, U.S. Treasury-certified Community 
Development Financial Institution, our incentive is to serve our clients, period. 

The loans we offer range from $300 to $2,000. They can be used for a number of purposes: 
repairing a vehicle, applying for US Citizenship, paying off a high interest debt, placing a security 
deposit on an apartment, purchasing a computer, or paying for continuing education. The ability 
to use our loans for so many reasons makes us unique and allows us to compete with a $100 billion 
industry that rakes in profits off the backs of the poor. These predatory companies—payday lenders, 
check cashers, pawn shops, rent-to-own shops, refund anticipation lenders, and auto title lenders—
exist because of a lack of affordable alternatives.

But to us, a loan is about more than a check: it’s an opportunity. People don’t simply borrow 
money from us, pay it back, and go on their merry way. No, our clients become part of a family.  
They come to us for Financial Coaching, other loans, free tax preparation. They receive ongoing 
support and know that our office is always a place to come in times of strife or joy.  

It isn’t easy to approve a loan when the applicant’s financial situation is tenuous. That’s why we 
factor in multiple variables—credit score, housing and job stability, cell phone payment history, 
etc.—when making a loan decision. And that’s also why we often provide Financial Coaching before 
making a loan—thereby giving us confidence that the borrower can truly benefit from it.

DIGITAL EQUITY
Using a consumer loan from CGF, Gloria was able 
to purchase a computer for her family. Her son 
now has access to more resources to help him 
complete schoolwork and succeed.

-
Total dollars in 
loans distributed 
in 2012—up 40% 
from 2011.

$111,320
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The  “Who”,  “What”, and “Why” 
This word cloud graphic was generated by looking at the 
most common reasons our clients take out loans from us. 

Here, we can visualize what real people really need.
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FREE TAX PREPARATION

MORE THAN A REFUND: A RENEWAL.
Thanks to the IRS Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) Program, if you make less than $52,000 

per year you can file your taxes for free. Not only that, but the people preparing your return have only 
your best interest in mind, for as a volunteer, they do not financially benefit from the interaction.

This stands in stark contrast to the companies to which most low-income families go for tax filings: 
the Jackson Hewitt and H&R Blocks of the world. The problem with these companies comes down  
to the incentives: not only do they make money by providing you the service; the greater  
the return they get you—even if illegally inflated—the more money they make; they often use  
a “bait and switch” to get more money out of you; and finally, they may package in costly services,  
like refund anticipation loans, that eat away at the promised refund while leaving the customer 
unclear as to how or why.

In 2012 our VITA program was recognized by the Rhode Island IRS office as growing faster than  
any other program, with a 640% increase in clients served. We doubled our ranks of preparers,  
and trained the first of many non-staff return preparers. Our preparers summed self-employment 
expenses, itemized deductions, claimed student visa residency exemptions, and determined which 
guardian could rightfully claim the child as their dependent.

We save families hundreds of dollars just by virtue of preparing their return for free. But we also 
save them much more by getting them the return to which they are entitled—and not a dollar more 
or less. Tax preparation may or may not be the sexiest thing in the world, but the Earned Income Tax 
Credit (EITC) is arguably the most powerful anti-poverty program in the nation. As a financial services 
organization, it is incumbent on us to meet the financial needs of our clients—especially when we 
can do something as powerful as file a free tax return for a family in need.

AWARDS
In 2012, the Rhode Island IRS office 
recognized our VITA program as  
“Most Improved” for greatest increase  
in federal taxpayers served.

-
2012 saw 740% 
the number of 
returns prepared, 
compared to 2011.

740%
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No charge. Great impact. 
This taxpayer was one of 208  
who saved hundreds of dollars  
by using our free service.
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367   TOTAL CLIENTS SERVED

82%  FC CLIENTS STARTED SAVING

56   LOANS CLOSED

$111,320   $ IN LOANS DISBURSED

145%   $ DISBURSED IN 2012 vs. 2011

208   FREE TAX RETURNS

$287,294   $ REFUNDED TO COMMUNITY

1894%   $ REFUNDED IN 2012 vs. 2011

IMPACT

94%   FC GRADS PLEDGED TO AVOID PRED. SERVICES

2012 PROGRAM STATISTICS

60   FINANCIAL COACHING GRADUATES
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CLIENTS BY GENDER

CLIENTS BY ETHNICITY

CLIENTS BY AGE CLIENTS BY ANNUAL INCOME

11% 31% 22% 19% 11% 6%
24 or 
Under

25 to
34

35 to
44

45 to
54

55 to
64

65 or 
Older

27%

34%

33%

3% 3%

Black/African American

Latino/a

White/Caucasian

Asian

Other/Multiple

42%

58%

Male

Female
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CGF IN THE NEWS
PAYDAY LENDING

We can’t fulfill our mission when predatory lenders take advantage  
of the families we serve. One of the worst offenders are payday lenders, 
which provide short-term loans at 260% APR. The problem with these 
loans, apart from the high interest rate, is that they are designed so that 
borrowers “roll over” their loan time and again; each time they do this, they 
accumulate more fees. In Rhode Island, 20,000 people took out 180,000 
loans in 2011. Because we find this unacceptable, we joined a payday 
lending reform coalition and testified in favor of legislation to close the 
loophole and cap interest rates at 36%.

http://www.rifuture.org/senate-committee-hears-payday- 
lending-reform.html

FINANCIAL COACHING PLUS SCHOOLS
The launch of our Schools program was met with enthusiasm and recognition of its importance and potential.  

The program has evolved since its pilot in 2012, but the enthusiasm has only grown. We started out by working with one 
of the best principals in Rhode Island, Dr. Gara Field, who has transformed Pleasant View Elementary in Providence.  
Much of the coverage we received was thanks to her leadership and the power of partnership:

Pleasant View Summer Camp

Thanks to a fantastic partnership between CGF, AmeriCorps VISTA, and Pleasant View Elementary School, we were able 
to run a summer camp for 60 low-income elementary school kids.  Six summer Volunteers in Service To America (VISTA), 
generously provided by Rhode Island’s AmeriCorps office, helped the 
kids get active, build self-confidence, and improve their learning and 
reading skills in a fun and engaging environment.  We are thankful to 
all the families, children, teachers, and administrators at Pleasant View 
Elementary that made this possible.

Providence Journal:  
http://news.providencejournal.com/breaking-news/2012/04/school-
partners.html

RI Department of Education:  
http://www.ride.ri.gov/Custom404.aspx

Pleasant View Summer Camp Plus Video:  
http://www.capitalgoodfund.org/newsmedia/videos

Payday Lending photo courtesy of Orin Zebest
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PARTNERSHIP WITH TREASURER RAIMONDO
Public-private partnerships are often talked about,  

but rarely well executed. That’s why we are so proud  
of what we have built with the Office of General Treasurer 
Gina Raimondo. Called Empower RI, the program is designed 
to engage the financial services and business community  
in financially empowering Rhode Islanders. Through  
the Financial Coaching Corps, we recruited and trained 
financial service professionals, who delivered—for free— 
a module of our Coaching curriculum. Through Financial 
Coaching Plus Employers, we were hired to provide our full 
Coaching service to employees as a benefit  
of employment.  This innovative collaboration was featured 
several times in various media outlets:

Providence Journal:  
http://www.capitalgoodfund.org/assets/files/October16_2012-Projo-FCCorps.pdf

Cranston Herald:  
http://cranstononline.com/stories/Raimondo-empowers-RI-to-get-control-of-finances,75906

CGF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR “ONE TO WATCH”
Every year the Providence Monthly selects 10 people in the City 

that are doing great things worth watching, and in 2012, Executive 
Director Andy Posner made the list.  At an event celebrating the 
awardees, Andy received a citation from Mayor Angel Taveras 
congratulating CGF on our “effort[s] to help people attain  
a strong financial future...”  In an article accompanying the award 
announcements, Andy notes that  “[Providence] is such a great place 
for social entrepreneurship, because let’s face it, this is  
a place with a lot of social problems.”  It is also a place where a lot  
of good things are happening, and we are happy to be a part  
of the movement for social innovation.

http://providenceonline.com/stories/Andy-Posner,565/p/
stories/10-to-Watch-for-2012,574

Providence Monthly photo courtesy of Jonathan Beller
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FINANCIAL COACHING CORPS
Working together with the Treasurer’s Office, we realized that there are a lot of talented financial 

service professionals eager to give back, and a lot of Rhode Islanders looking for quality financial 
advice. It didn’t take long to take the obvious next step: connect the two together! The FCC are 
financial service professionals from local banks and credit unions, Certified Financial Planners, 
Certified Public Accountants, and others with a strong financial background. Our role is to recruit  
Corps members and spread the word about the Program so as to create a pipeline for clients. Corps 
members are trained to deliver one to three modules of Coaching: budgeting, credit and/or debt.

That there is a need for a program that delivers free financial advice to Rhode Islanders is without 
dispute.  Consider these facts:

•	 67% of Rhode Islanders say they have difficulty covering expenses and paying bills

•	 Only 36% have emergency funds

•	 52% of Rhode Islanders have sub-prime credit scores

•	 Over 30% have no retirement plans

•	 Over one in ten Rhode Islanders took out a loan or hardship withdrawal from their retirement 
account in the past year

•	 Nationally, Rhode Island has the 5th highest average credit card debt of any state

•	 Rhode Island has the highest rate of unbanked households in New England (6.2%)

•	 22% of Rhode Islanders with mortgages have missed at least one mortgage payment

EMPOWER RI

An FCCorps coach provides free coaching to a 
Teach for America volunteer.
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BROADBAND RI
For most Americans, access to computers and 

the Internet has become such a fact of life that it is 
hard to remember life before it. The benefits of this 
access, of course, are myriad: online banking, job 
searching, staying in touch with family and friends, 
and shopping are just some of the many things 
that are made easier—and more affordable—by 
access to the Internet.  Unfortunately, many low-
income Americans have been shut out in what is 
referred to as the “Digital Divide.”  There are many 
reasons for this Divide: the cost of computers 
and the Internet, a paucity of high speed Internet 
availability in many low-income neighborhoods, 
and a lack of digital literacy.  

In short, the Digital Divide creates yet another barrier to tackling poverty. For this reason, 
we partnered with Broadband Rhode Island (BBRI) to deliver digital literacy to families.  Using a 
curriculum designed by BBRI and partnering with Pleasant View Elementary School, Highlander 
Charter and Times Squared Academy, we graduated 19 families from the literacy courses.  These 
families learned the basics of using a computer and getting online, and are now equipped to take 
advantage of all the benefits thereto.

PARTNERSHIPS

NATIONAL GRID
In partnership with National Grid, we are thrilled to offer the DoubleGreen Home Loan to Rhode 

Islanders. The DoubleGreen Home Loan is an interest-free loan of up to $5,000 that can be used 
to help weatherize a home. “Weatherization” refers to the process of guarding one’s home against 
the elements by insulating walls, replacing light bulbs, sealing ducts, etc. Weatherization can lower 
energy costs, improves indoor air quality, increases property values, creates jobs, and reduces 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

Typically, if a homeowner does not have high credit and expendable income, weatherization 
wouldn’t even be a thought that crosses their mind. National Grid’s Heat Loan program allows us to 
provide extremely affordable loans to these homeowners, and make comfortable, environmentally-
friendly living a right that all people have access to.

A client gets their first computer, and  
free training on how to use it.
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INCOME / EXPENSES

2012 EXPENSES:

2012 INCOME:  $306,535.50

  $270,454.22
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OUR SUPPORTERS
GRANTS
Ariel Investments

Bank RI

Catholic Campaign for Human 
Development- Local

Catholic Campaign for Human 
Development- National

CDFI Fund

Citizens Bank

Dexter Donation Fund

Fund for Community Progress

Hassenfeld Foundation

Pentair Foundation

Providence Green Drinks

Rockland Trust

Sovereign Bank

Sunset Cove Foundation

TD Bank

Wal-Mart Foundation

 
 

$500 & UP
Bill Daugherty

Lee Hower

Jessica Ricci

Andrew Posner

Richard Posner  

$100 to $499
Jim Amspacher

Albert Baca

Lena Gorochowski

Daniel Harrop

Libby Kimzey

Rebecca Kislak

Danny Musher

Pamela Perez

Adria Polletta

Nicole Prorock

Randy Rice

Emil Shikh

UP to $99
Hulya Bequir

Zumilda Campos

John Clayton

Helen Lambiase

Victor Lopez

Janeth Loughney

Kelley McShane

Donna Mollo

Mike Teshima

Alisson Walsh

We’ve made support of CGF one of our top priorities for our family giving because  
CGF is taking a broad, integrated approach (financial coaching, micro lending,  
tax prep, etc) to helping clients overcome poverty. CGF is having a quantifiable impact 
and is pioneering a model that can make a difference not only in the local community 
but more widely in the future.”

                      -Lee Hower

”
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WHO WE ARE
BOARD of 
DIRECTORS
Michael Clark,  
Co-Chairman

Lee Hower, 
Co-Chairman

Mollie West, 
Secretary

Peter Walsh, 
Treasurer

Tobias Lederberg

Randy Rice

Jessica Ricci

ALUMNI ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE
Emily Connolly

Erik Duhaime

Nabeel Gillani

Gabi Lewis

Kuleen Nimkar

Mustafa Safdar

George Steele

Mollie West 

STAFF
Andy Posner, 
Executive Director

Kate Lyons, 
Director of Operations

Libby Kimzey, 
Director of Programs

María Carranza, 
Director of Client Services

AMERICORPS 
VISTAS
Completed their year of service 
in 2012:

Jonathan Erickson

María Carranza

Started their year of service 
in 2012:

Cameron Cunningham

Charles Frumerie

Lisa Gallant 

FELLOWS
Ana Cuellar

Brendan DeWolf

Adwoa Hinson

Carolyn Maiorana

Greg McQuaid

Jessie Medofer

Danillo Quinonez

Kay Zagrodny

Jerome Thompson

INTERNS
Abe Arambolo

Haley Burns, 
Lend for Americca Intern

Alex Darr

Alyssa Garrett

Myron Lam

Sarah Michel

Sripriya Navalpakam, 
Lend for America Intern

Peter Vail

Julia Xu 
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FEATURED FUNDERS

CDFI FUND
According to the U.S. Treasury, the CDFI Fund was founded in 1994 to support the work of  

Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs), through financial and technical assistance.   

In 2012, Capital Good Fund certified as a CDFI, and we are grateful to have received $81,000 in 
funding from the Fund. Our missions overlap perfectly, the CDFI Fund exists “to increase economic 
opportunity and promote community development investments for underserved populations  
and in distressed communities in the United States.”

The purpose of the grant was to increase our operational capacity to deliver our products  
and services to our target market; specifically, it allowed us to hire and retain staff and invest in our 
data systems.

AMERICORPS
The Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS), established in 1993, is one of the 

most effective anti-poverty programs in the United States. According to their website, the CNCS is  
“the nation’s largest grantmaker for service and volunteers [and] plays a critical role in strengthening 
America’s nonprofit sector and addressing our nation’s challenges through service.”

In 2010, when we were a young organization, we were honored to receive two AmeriCorps VISTA 
(Volunteers in Service to America) slots.  VISTAs commit to a year of service at organizations such as 
ours, and the work they do is transformational.  Indeed, were it not for AmeriCorps’ investment in CGF 
over the years, we would not be where we are—a rapidly growing and innovative non-profit  
with a powerful business model for social change.

In 2012 AmeriCorps’ Rhode Island office, Serve Rhode Island, increased their investment in our 
organization in two ways: first, they expanded our year-round VISTA slots to five, and second, they 
provided us with six Summer VISTA slots.  The year-round VISTAs expanded our Financial Coaching 
Program, built and grew our partnership with Rhode Island’s General Treasurer, improved our 
loan program, launched our Financial Coaching Plus Schools initiative, and developed beautiful 
marketing, outreach and public relation materials.  Finally, the Summer VISTAs ran a summer camp  
at Pleasant View Elementary in Providence that engaged 60 elementary school children in 
educational and physical activities.
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CCHD
 The Catholic Campaign for Human Development (CCHD), locally and nationally, has supported 

our work since 2010.  CCHD exists to “bring good news to the poor…release to captives…sight  
to the blind, and let the oppressed go free,”  (Luke 4:18). Although CGF has no religious or political 
affiliations, we are strongly aligned with any organization that seeks to tackle poverty.

In 2012 CCHD national committed $30,000, and a local diocese contributed another $12,000 
to CGF. These funds allowed us to greatly expand our capacity to deliver high-quality, one-on-
one Financial Coaching to low-income families. We are deeply thankful to CCHD for consistently 
supporting us since our founding and we look forward to further collaboration in the fight against 
poverty in America.

CITIZENS BANK
Our partnership with Citizens Bank started in 2011 with a grant of $5,000. In 2012, that partnership 

was further deepened thanks to a contribution of $25,000. Ned Handy, President of Citizens, RI, says: 
“We know from our community partners that there is a need for wider awareness of the financial 
tools and techniques that individuals, families and small businesses can use to manage their financial 
futures… We are pleased to partner with the Capital Good Fund, an emerging leader in customized 
financial coaching, to collaborate resources and expertise to benefit our local community.”

Funds from Citizens went toward our Coaching programs, covering key program costs. In addition, 
Citizens Bank employees volunteer as Financial Coaching Corps members through our statewide 
partnership with the Office of the Rhode Island General Treasurer.

FAMILY FOUNDATIONS
It is important to us that we engage a variety of stakeholders in all aspects of our growth, 

including fundraising.  Family foundations bring tremendous flexibility and willingness to think 
outside the box to the table.  That is one of the many reasons why we are so happy that, in 2012,  
the Hassenfeld Family Foundation invested $10,000 in our mission and the Sunset Cove Foundation, 
started by CGF Board Co-Chairman Lee Hower and his wife, Heather, contributed $20,000. 
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FC + EMPLOYERS
Employees are often deluged at work with calls from creditors, and it is not surprising that 

financial instability negatively affects productivity and morale. For employers, many of whom already 
offer a variety of benefits, this is a real problem. So we asked: “Why not add Financial Coaching  
to that list?”

Employers love the idea, and so do we. Under the program employers, such as Groov-Pin 
Corporation and Blue Cross Blue Shield RI, hire us to provide Coaching to employees as a benefit of 
employment. In 2013, we expect this to grow as a source of organizational revenue.

FC + SCHOOLS
In 2013 we will run a Randomized Control Trial to evaluate whether our 

FC + Schools program has a statistically significant impact on educational 
outcomes for children. 750 families will be recruited for the study, half  
of which will receive Coaching and half of which will be in a control group. 
Over a two-year period, we will assess impacts on the finances and health of 
the family, as well as the educational outcomes for the kids. If the program 
confirms our hypothesized impacts—increases in attendance, grades  
and test scores—we will be able to deliver the program on a fee-for-service 
basis to school districts nationwide.

HEALTH
Recognizing the numerous barriers to overcome poverty, we are always looking for ways to better 

serve our clients. One topic that has stood out to us, especially during Coaching, is health: about half 
of clients bring up a medical issue, such as diabetes, obesity, hypertension or depression, as  
a barrier to success. What’s more, half of bankruptcies nationally are due to medical debt. The strong 
connection between financial success and health has opened our eyes to the need to add a Health 
module to our Coaching curriculum. To do that, we have partnered with the Prevention and Access to 
Care and Treatment (PACT) program at Partners in Health and will be rolling out the module in 2013.

COMING UP IN 2013
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Thank You
We try to bring a sense of humility and service to our work.  At the same time, we don’t 

mind a little brashness, a little boldness. We are often reminded of Henry David Thoreau, 
who said, “If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they 
should be. Now put the foundations under them.”  As we hope is evident from this annual 
report—as well as from our newsletters, social media, blog posts, and other updates— 
we are obsessed with building those foundations.

Thank you for taking the time to learn more about our organization,  
for supporting us and for believing in our mission.   
Here’s to a fantastic 2013 and beyond!
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